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Snapdragon Cut Flower Production in Utah 
Maegen Lewis, Melanie Stock, Tiffany Maughan, Brent Black, and Dan Drost

Snapdragons are grown as a cool-season annual for cut 
flower production in Utah. They can bloom spring 
through fall, with the highest quality stems produced 
during cool temperatures in spring and fall. Snapdragon 
cultivars are grouped based on their blooming response 
to light and temperature. Using multiple groups and 
staggered planting dates extends high-quality stem 
production. Plants produce multiple stems when 
pinched, requiring frequent harvests and a horizontal 
trellis to promote straight stems. In North Logan, UT, 
high tunnel grown snapdragons began blooming five 
weeks earlier than field-grown snapdragons and had 
24% greater marketability with stems nine inches 
longer. 
 
Site Preparation 
Soil should be tilled to incorporate fertilizer or compost 
based on routine soil test recommendations. A soil 
nutrient test is recommended in new planting areas or 
where soil testing has not occurred in 1-2 years. USU’s 
analytical laboratory performs soil tests with pricing and 
information available on their website. Tilled soil should 
be raked smooth. Install drip irrigation and plastic 
mulch, if desired, before planting snapdragons. 
 
For snapdragons grown in a high tunnel, begin planning 
and preparation during the previous fall by installing the 
plastic high tunnel covering prior to heavy rain or 
snowfall. This will ensure the soil will be the right 
moisture level for workability early the following spring 
and decrease the risk of disease. 

Snapdragon types 
Snapdragons are categorized in several ways. They are 
grouped 1-4, according to their blooming response to 

light and temperature. Group(s) 1-2 bloom the earliest 
under less intense light and lower temperatures. 
Group(s) 3-4 bloom the latest under higher light and 
temperatures. The second category is stem length, with 
intermediary and tall types being best suited for cut 
flower production. Lastly, there are three main bloom 
types: open-face, double, and traditional (Figure 1).  

   

Open face  Double Traditional 
Figure 1. Three types of snapdragon florets. 

Germination 
Snapdragons are a cool season, frost tolerant plant 
requiring temperatures below 80°F for optimal 
germination and growth. Starting seeds indoors is 
recommended because it improves the emergence rate 
and gives plants a jumpstart on the season. 
Germination occurs within 10-14 days at an optimal 
temperature range of 65-70°F. Light is essential for seed 
germination with 16 hours per day being ideal. Low light 
levels and temperatures cooler than 65°F, can lengthen 
germination time and decrease germination rates. 
 
Transplanting 
Seeds should be sown indoors six weeks before 
transplanting and can be sown at three-week intervals 
to produce successional harvests in the high tunnel and 
field. The first high tunnel planting should be seeded in 
late January to be ready for transplanting in early 
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March. For outdoor planting (field-grown), snapdragons 
should be seeded February-March to be ready for 
transplant as soon as the soil can be worked 
(March/April for the Wasatch Front). When seeding, use 
a peat/perlite soilless media in a 128-cell tray size. Sow 
one seed per cell and cover lightly with media or 
vermiculite to allow light penetration to the seed. Keep 
the surface moist, but not saturated, until seedlings 
emerge. After emergence, begin watering deeply to 
moisten the entire cell. Purchasing pre-grown plugs is 
another option if equipment and space are limited. 
 
Pinching and Spacing 
When plants have developed 5-6 nodes, they can be 
pinched back to 3-4 nodes to promote branching. 
Pinching can delay blooming, but produces 5-8 
marketable stems in a season. Non-pinched plants 
bloom earlier, but produce a single stem per plant. The 
first stem can be harvested at 2-3 nodes for a second 
flush of stems approximately three weeks later. Use 9-
inch spacing if plants are pinched and 4-inch spacing if 
grown as a single stem. 
 
Irrigation 
For maximum growth, snapdragons need a consistent 
supply of water. Apply 1 to 2 inches of water per week, 
depending on temperature, growth stage, and soil 
texture. Very early spring plantings may initially require 
less water, depending on soil moisture at planting and 
subsequent growth rate. For high tunnel plantings, 
water may need to be supplied from a freeze-protected 
culinary source, as most secondary irrigation systems in 
Utah are not turned on until later in the spring.  
 
Drip irrigation is ideal, as it keeps moisture off the 
foliage and blossoms, and conserves water. Drip lines 
can be spaced 12 inches apart and covered with plastic 
mulch (Figure 2) that acts as a weed barrier, helps warm 
soil in early spring, and reduces soil water loss. 

Fertilizer 
Snapdragons have moderate nutrient requirements. In 
general, 0.15 pounds of nitrogen should be added per 
100 square feet each year. For example, 0.15 pounds 
(scant 1/2 cup) of conventional urea fertilizer (46-0-0), 
or 0.8 pounds (about 2.5 cups) of organic 16-0-0 
fertilizer. Apply half of the nitrogen before or at 
planting and side-dress the other half six weeks after 
planting. Phosphorous and potassium should be added 
before or at planting, but should only be applied based 
on a soil test, as these nutrients can build up in the soil. 
USU’s Calculating Fertilizer for Small Areas is a useful 
tool for calculating applications. 
 
Shade 
Shade is recommended for late May through August to 
cool the environment and encourage stems to grow 
longer. Shade can be used to cover an entire high 
tunnel (Figure 3) or on a single row in the field (Figure 
4). Reference USU’s Shade Structure Construction fact 
sheet for tips on shading small growing areas.   

 
Trellising 
A horizontal trellis is required to promote straight, 
marketable stems. Snapdragon stems are highly 
gravitropic, meaning stems will curve upwards if they 
begin to bend, and are also susceptible to breakage. 
Mesh trellis (6”x6”) pulled taut across the bed is very 
effective (Figure 4). The trellis should be moved 
upwards as the plants grow to match ½ the height of 
the tallest stems. Two methods for staking the trellis 
can be implemented. If shading or low tunnels are 
applied on each row, the supportive hoops can be used 
to pull the trellis taut across the row (Figure 4). 
Otherwise, install wooden stakes or tall rebar at 3- to 5-
foot intervals along the bed. Horizontal trellis is easiest 
to install before planting and can also serve as a 
planting grid. Trellis added after planting, and 
particularly when plants are taller, can damage stems.  

Figure 2. Tilled high tunnel with drip irrigation (right) 
and plastic mulch covering the row and drip tape (left). 

Figure 3. High tunnel snapdragon crop in June (2019) 
with shade covering. 

https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=&httpsredir=1&article=2588&context=extension_curall
https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2930&context=extension_curall
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Harvest and Storage 
Depending on temperature and variety, snapdragons 
begin flowering eight weeks after transplanting. Harvest 
during the cool parts of the day when the bottom 1/3 of 
inflorescences are open. Harvest or deadhead all the 
blooms to avoid setting seed, which decreases 
flowering. Florist-grade stems should be a minimum of 

18 inches long with a preferred length of 24-30 inches. 
Place the cut stems directly into water while harvesting 
to avoid wilting. After harvest, strip leaves from the 
bottom 1/3 of the stem, trim the ends, and place in 
fresh water with floral preservative. Move the cut stems 
into cool storage (32-36°F) as soon as possible and store 
upright to prevent stem curvature. Cool storage is 
effective for 5-7 days, and quality decreases with longer 
storage. Vase life is typically 10 days, but can be 
extended to two weeks with the use of floral 
preservative, fresh stem cuts, and daily water changes. 
 
Economics 
Snapdragons are a florist staple and are consistently in 
demand due to their tall upright blossoms, long vase 
life, and strong stems. Wholesale snapdragons are 
easily damaged during shipping and storage. Therefore, 
high-quality, locally grown snapdragons that are longer 
than 18 inches and a popular color are in strong 
demand. The wholesale price for snapdragons ranges 
from $1.20-$1.30 per stem. USU trial snapdragons in 
bunches of 5 sold for $6.00 ($1.20 per stem) in the 
Cache Valley and Wasatch Front markets. 

 
TABLE 1. COMMON DISEASES OF SNAPDRAGON.  
Disease  Identification Control 

ROOT, STEM, 
AND CROWN 
ROTS 

Fungi that infect roots and 
crowns of plants. Dull-colored 
foliage or wilting followed by 
yellowing of plants. Plants may 
be stunted and then 
eventually die. Roots are dark, 
soft, or decayed. 

Avoid excessive 
irrigation/moisture. 
Plant in well-drained 
soil. Dig out and destroy 
infected plants.  

POWDERY 
MILDEW 

A fungal disease that produces 
a white or light gray powder 
on leaves, stems, and 
occasionally flowers.  

Spray with copper 
fungicide. Cut down, 
remove and destroy all 
stems of the plant after 
fall freezes. Keep the 
area weeded and debris 
free. Early season 
infestations should be 
controlled. If late in the 
season, chemical control 
may not be warranted.  

RUST 
Brown/orange colored spots 
on the underside of foliage. 
(Figure 5) 

Rogue plants that have 
fungus to prevent 
spread. 

 
 

Figure 4. Field snapdragon row covered with shading.  
Also note the horizontal trellis (white mesh). 

Figure 5. Rust on the underside of 
snapdragon leaves.  
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TABLE 2. PESTS OF SNAPDRAGON.  
Insect Identification Control 
APHIDS Green, yellow, or black; soft-bodied; sap-

sucking insect. Populations can build up 
very rapidly. Sticky honeydew from the 
aphids can accumulate on leaves and 
stems.  

Encourage natural predators by avoiding broad-
spectrum insecticides. Ladybeetle releases inside a 
high tunnel can be effective, but will leave the area 
over time. Applying insecticidal soaps and oils is the 
best choice for most situations.  

ANTS Soil mounded around stems. Insect 
girdling and tunneling through stems near 
the soil surface. 

Apply insect bait stations around affected plants. Ant 
bait stations are easy to apply and can be moved to 
other locations. Typically resolves problems in a few 
days. 

WESTERN 
FLOWER THRIPS 

Very small insect with fringed wings that 
does not directly damage snapdragons, 
but transmits viruses and hides in florets, 
making blooms undesirable for florist use. 

Chemical control is difficult, Malathion only protects 
for 2 days and will kill beneficial insects. Keep weeds 
(often host plants) clear of the area. Spinosad can be 
effective, but is toxic to natural enemies and bees.  

TWO SPOTTED 
SPIDER MITES 

Very small (0.02”), feed primarily on the 
underside of leaves, and cause stippling 
(light dots) on the leaves that can turn 
bronze then brown and fall off. Sometimes 
confused for leaf burn. Form thin webbing 
that covers leaves. 

Provide adequate irrigation to avoid stress. Minimize 
conditions in and around planting that cause dust to 
collect on plants, such as bare soils and cultivating dry 
soils. Control surrounding weeds. Avoid/limit broad-
spectrum insecticide treatments as mite outbreaks 
often follow. Spray plants with water, insecticidal oils, 
or soaps.    

CATERPILLARS: 
CABBAGE 
LOOPER & 
TOBACCO 
BUDWORM 

Feed on the flower buds, stems, and 
leaves of snapdragon. Cause ornamental 
damage. 

Remove by hand and encourage natural predators like 
wasp and tachinid parasitoids. Control weeds. If 
numbers are high, a treatment of nuclear polyhedrosis 
virus (NPV) can be effective. Bt is effective against 
cabbage loopers, but may not fully control tobacco 
budworm. 

GRASSHOPPERS 

Feed on leaves and flowers of snapdragon 
later in the season. Cause ornamental 
damage. 

Apply bait and sprays early in life cycle (late May/early 
June). Carbaryl, acephate, and Nosema locustae are 
effective. Hand-removal and exclusion are the best 
options for adults, as chemical control is difficult. 

MICE/VOLES Chew stem at base, can fully kill plants. Rodenticide bait or traps.  

USU Snapdragon Trials 
In 2017-2019, trials were conducted at Greenville 
Research Farm in North Logan, UT (USDA Hardiness 
Zone 5). We tested 11 cultivars (Table 3) with planting 
dates from February – May in high tunnels and April – 
May in the field. Effects on harvest timing, yield, and 
quality of blooms were evaluated.  

In the 2017 preliminary trial, two plant spacings and a 
pinching treatment were also evaluated. A 9-inch 
spacing with pinched plants was most economical and 
had greater yield. Comparatively, a 4-inch spacing with 
non-pinched plants nearly doubled labor, seed, and 
supply cost, and produced fewer stems per square foot. 
The 9-inch spacing with pinching was used for all 
subsequent trials. 

Table 3. Cultivar (with group number) trials by 
year. Black shading indicates trial years for each 
cultivar. (-) unknown. 

Cultivar 2017 2018 2019 
Animation (2)    
Chantilly (1-2)    
Legend (1)    
Liberty (-)    
Madame Butterfly (-)    
Monaco (2-3)    
Opus (4)    
Overture (2-3)    
Potomac (3-4)    
Rocket (4)    
Sonnet (-)    
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Cultivar Evaluation 
 ‘Animation’, ‘Chantilly’, ‘Madame Butterfly’, ‘Monaco’, 
‘Opus’, ‘Overture’, ‘Potomac’, and ‘Rocket’ are well-
suited for high tunnel and field production in Utah 
(Table 4). ‘Liberty’, ‘Sonnet’, and ‘Legend’ had lower 
marketability due to short or thin stems and low-quality 

blooms. Cultivars for extended harvest include 
‘Animation’, ‘Chantilly’, and ‘Monaco’ for early blooms 
and ‘Madame Butterfly’, ‘Potomac’ and ‘Rocket’ for late 
blooms. 

 

Table 4. Snapdragon cultivar descriptions based on trial observations. The average total number of stems produced per square 
foot and the percentage of marketable stems (M) are given for production in the high tunnel (HT) and field (F) across years 2018 
and 2019. 

Cultivar Comparison 
‘Legend’ 

group 1 
Less desirable with 
thinner stems and 
smaller florets.  Early 
blooming compared 
to other cultivars.   
 

HT: 4 stems/ft2  
     (59% M) 
F: 5 stems/ft2  

       (15% M) 

 ‘Chantilly’  

group 1-2 
Highly desirable due 
to early blooming, 
unique colors, open 
florets, and 
fragrance. 
 

HT: 9 stems/ft2  
    (69% M) 
F: 17 stems/ft2  

      (34% M) 

‘Animation’  

group 2 
Desirable for early 
blooms and color 
range. Similar to 
‘Rocket’ with thinner 
stems. 
 

HT: 9 stems/ft2  
      (72% M) 
F: 7 stems/ft2  

         (44% M 

‘Monaco’ 

group 2-3 
Desirable due to 
unique pink-purple 
color range, but has 
thinner stems in later 
harvests.  
 

HT: 18 stems/ft2  
    (56% M) 
F: 13 stems/ft2  

      (36% M) 

 ‘Overture’ 

group 2-3 
Desirable due to 
condensed raceme 
and rich colors. 
 Similar to ‘Opus’ with 
more traditional 
florets. 
 

HT: 5 stems/ft2 

    (63% M) 
F: 13 stems/ft2  

    (5% M) 

‘Opus’ 

group 4 
Desirable due to 
condensed raceme 
with slightly ruffled 
florets. Like 
‘Overture’ but blooms 
later. 
 

HT: 4 stems/ft2  

         (76% M) 
F: 5 stems/ft2  

        (17% M) 

 ‘Potomac’ 

group 3-4 
Highly desirable with 
tall, thick stems and 
compact raceme in a 
range of desirable 
colors. 
 
 

HT: 9 stems/ft2  

       (64% M) 

F: 14 stems/ft2  

       (45% M) 

‘Rocket’  

group 4 
Highly desirable 
colors and a long, 
slender raceme that 
performs well in mid-
summer heat. 
 
 

HT: 9 stems/ft2  

       (67% M) 
F: 17 stems/ft2  

       (36% M) 

‘Madame Butterfly’ 

group unspecified (-)  
Highly desirable 
colors, fragrance, and 
double florets. Fragile 
stems. 
 

HT: 6 stems/ft2  

         (66% M) 
F: 7 stems/ft2  

         (26% M) 
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Planting Dates 
The planting dates in this study were optimized for 
Cache Valley, UT and will vary by location. For the 
Wasatch Front, plant up to two weeks earlier than 
Cache Valley. Locations with a higher elevation or 
cooler climate should plant later in the year.  
 

High Tunnel 
For greatest yield and extended harvest, optimal 
planting times were the first and last weeks of March in 
the high tunnel. February plantings are possible with 
group 1-2 cultivars (e.g. ‘Chantilly’), but group 3-4 
should wait until March, when temperatures and light 
levels are higher. Planting after March is not 
recommended for any cultivar because marketability 
decreases. For example, March plantings produced 7-13 
more marketable stems in 2018, and 13-17 more stems 
in 2019, compared to April plantings in high tunnels. 

Field 
Optimal planting times for the field were late-April to 
mid-May. Earlier field plantings may be possible with 
low tunnels, but were not included in this study. A late 
May planting can help extend the harvest window, but 
high temperatures will generally reduce yield and 
marketability.  

High tunnel vs. field production 
Overall, high tunnels advanced harvest by five weeks 
and produced 24% more marketable blooms than the 
field, with stems averaging nine inches longer (Table 5), 
while field production extended the harvest window by 
four weeks in late-July and August. When combining 
high tunnel and field plantings, growers can expect a 
harvest season lasting 3 months (May-July).  

 

High tunnels allow for more control of the planting 
environment. Extremely wet or cold spring conditions 
can postpone field plantings and further delay field 

production compared to high tunnels. Suboptimal 
weather conditions in one year of our trials (2019) 
resulted in an 8-week delay in field production with 42% 
lower marketability. This indicates the importance of 
early field plantings for this cool season crop and 
highlights the year-to-year consistency high tunnels 
provide.  

Cultivars planted in early March in the high tunnel 
began blooming according to group number, with 
‘Chantilly’ (group 1-2) beginning to bloom on May 4, 
‘Potomac’ (group 3-4) on May 23, and ‘Rocket’ (group 4) 
on June 4. In the field ‘Chantilly’ began blooming May 
23, ‘Potomac’ on June 13, and ‘Rocket’ on May 29. 
Production of marketable stems declined in late July 
due to unfavorably high temperatures (Figure 6).  

 
Second flush 
When high tunnel marketability declined due to high 
temperatures in late July, plants were cut to a height of 
3-5 nodes per stem and allowed to regrow in the cooler 
fall conditions. The second flush in the high tunnel 
occurred in late August to early September and 
increased total marketable yields for the season by 30-
66%, depending on cultivar. ‘Chantilly’ and ‘Madame 
Butterfly’ were most productive in the second flush, as 
their groups (1-3) bloom under cooler temperatures 
and lower light. Conversely, field production slowed in 

Table 5. Number of stems harvested per ft2 in the high 
tunnel and field by quality and length (inches) in 2018 and 
2019. Varieties: 'Animation', 'Chantilly', ‘Monaco’, 
‘Madame Butterfly’, and 'Potomac'. 

Stem 
Length 

High Tunnel Field 
2018 2019 2018 2019 

-- stems/ft2 -- 
Cull 3 3 3 10 
18” 0 1 3 3 
24” 1 2 2 1 
30” 2 2 0 0 
36” 3 4 0 0 

Figure 6. Marketable stems harvested per ft2 for 'Chantilly' and 
'Potomac' by planting date in 2018. High tunnel yield is in 
purple with Feb-Apr planting dates (2/9, 3/2, 3/23, 4/13) and 
the field is in green with Apr-May planting dates (4/26, 5/22). 
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mid-August, and had a second flush in September 
without pruning (Figure 7). Allowing a second flush 
significantly adds to marketable yields.   

 
Conclusions 
Snapdragons are a florist staple and are in demand for 
their long vase life, straight stems, and broad range of 
colors. Planting snapdragons early provides extended, 
cool-season conditions that are critical for producing a 
high-quality crop and maximizing yield in Utah (Figure 
8). High tunnels allow for earlier planting than the field 
and therefore, a longer growing period under cool 
temperatures. Combining high tunnel and field 
production along with the use of early (group 1-2) and 
late (group 3-4) blooming cultivars at staggered planting 
dates in the high tunnel (early-March, late-March) and 
the field (late-April, mid-May), along with a mid-
summer pruning, encouraging a second flush enabled 
the harvest window to last 14 weeks in 2018 and 21 
weeks in 2019. 
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Figure 8. High tunnels improve snapdragon 
production resulting in longer, higher quality stems.  
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Figure 7. Average marketable stems harvested in the high 
tunnel (HT, purple bars) and field (F, green bars) in 2018 and 
2019. In 2019, stems in the HT and F were allowed to regrow 
for a second flush (stacked blue bar). 
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